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INTRODUCTION
Biomedical informatics is the interdisciplin-
ary field that studies and pursues the effect-
ive uses of biomedical data, information,
and knowledge for scientific inquiry,
problem solving, and decision making, moti-
vated by efforts to improve human health.1 2

Not only do biomedical informaticians study
and develop theories, methods, and pro-
cesses for the generation, manipulation, and
sharing of biomedical data, but they also
investigate how to model and reason on
these data in order to effect beneficial
change in the healthcare enterprise. In add-
ition, an important aspect associated with
developments in this field is the consider-
ation of social and behavioral sciences in the
design and evaluation of technical solutions.
As a subfield of biomedical informatics, bio-
medical imaging informatics (BMII) encom-
passes all of the aforementioned aspects
from the perspective of imaging. BMII has
emerged as one of the fastest growing
research areas in recent years given the evo-
lution of techniques in molecular imaging,
anatomical imaging, and functional imaging
and advancements in imaging biomarker
generation. Developments have also been
accelerated by efforts to realize precision
medicine,3 which necessitates a multiscale
understanding of diseases that integrate
insights in areas such as radiology, pathology,
and genetics. This focus issue highlights the
growing impact of BMII, demonstrating the
increasing breadth of imaging modalities (eg,

optical, molecular, in addition to traditional
diagnostic modalities) and the diversity of
specialties that depend on imaging informa-
tion (eg, dermatology, pathology, surgery).
Early efforts in BMII can be traced to

the 1980s when the rise in radiological
imaging techniques such as CT and MRI
necessitated a digital, filmless approach to
acquiring and interpreting images. The
ability to acquire and distribute images
electronically using picture archiving and
communication systems (PACS) spawned a
variety of applications aimed at improving
radiological practice, research, and educa-
tion. Imaging informatics efforts resulted
in the development of specialized standar-
dized terminologies such as BI-RADS
(Breast Imaging–Reporting and Data
System),4 adoption of data standards such
as the Digital Imaging and Communica-
tion in Medicine (DICOM) standard,5

and the use of telemedicine via teleradiol-
ogy.6 In addition, these efforts have pro-
vided a foundation for the current
developments in BMII, including image
acquisition, management, quality control,
information extraction, modeling,
computer-aided detection and diagnosis,
content-based image retrieval (CBIR),
visualization, and quantitative imaging.7 8

For instance, diffusion-weighted MRI pro-
vides detailed structural and functional
information that can be used to characterize
complex disease phenomena in vivo (eg,
estimate tumor cell proliferation rate),
bridge evidence across different biological
scales (eg, link tissue and cellular levels),
and quantitatively assess the effectiveness of
interventions for individual patients (eg,
generate maps of treatment response).9

With the ongoing healthcare reform, adop-
tion of electronic health records, and the
rise of big data (with imaging contributing
a major part), new approaches to extracting,
modeling, and acting on this information
are needed to help scientists, providers,
caregivers, patients, and public health pro-
fessionals to understand the importance of
image findings in context (eg, taking into
account the full medical record) and, ultim-
ately, to achieve efficient and effective care
of individuals.
Many professional societies such as the

American Medical Informatics Association

(AMIA), the International Society for Optics
and Photonics (SPIE), the Radiological
Society of North America (RSNA), the
Society for Imaging Informatics in Medicine
(SIIM), and the Medical Image Computing
and Computer Assisted Intervention Society
(MICCAI) incorporate imaging informatics-
related themes. Nevertheless, recent devel-
opments in the field underscore the press-
ing need to engage individuals from
multiple disciplines to address shared chal-
lenges such as managing large datasets,
developing common standards to achieve
interoperability, and integrating multiscale
evidence for personalized medicine. AMIA
is uniquely poised to advance imaging
informatics because it has a diverse mem-
bership that spans numerous organizational
types (eg, academia, industry, healthcare)
and disciplines (eg, medicine, engineering,
social sciences). Expertise within the
broader biomedical informatics community
would be beneficial in: (1) developing tech-
nical and policy guidance on the implemen-
tation of a multimedia electronic health
record and the role of imaging in the mean-
ingful use criteria from the Office of the
National Coordinator for Health
Information Technology; and (2) incorpor-
ating the perspectives of other medical spe-
cialties (eg, primary care, cardiology),
providers (eg, nurses, pharmacists), stake-
holders (eg, payors, policymakers), and dis-
ciplines (eg, health services, cognitive
sciences). We believe that AMIA would
provide a fertile environment for fostering
new collaborations among these individuals,
complementing existing societies, to define
how imaging-derived information should
be integrated, represented, interpreted, and
acted upon.

ARTICLES IN THIS FOCUS ISSUE
This focus issue provides a cross-section
of topics in BMII, characterizing the
breadth of current work through original
research articles, a review on whole-slide
imaging informatics, and a perspective on
developing imaging-based observational
databases for research. Going beyond
traditional information extraction (ie,
image analysis), these articles describe the
promise and challenges of applying
analytical techniques to actual clinical
cases, developing clinical decision support
tools, and incorporating a cognitive per-
spective. We broadly group articles into
the five categories below.

Image characterization. New develop-
ments in image processing and analysis
provide methods for handling noise, arti-
facts, and differences in acquisition techni-
ques to generate accurate and reproducible
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information from images. Yang and Fei10

describe an automatic method for segment-
ing the skull in magnetic resonance (MR)
images. Their novel approach performs
bilateral filtering in radon-transformed MR
images to create a multiscale image series.
Multiscale processing allows the results
from a coarser scale to be used as a mask
for the next fine scale. The method is
robust to noise, as shown by results on
phantom, simulated brain and real MRI
data. The proposed method can be used
during attenuation correction in brain MR/
positron emission tomography (PET) appli-
cations. Neubert et al11 present informatics
tools for automated detection of abnormal-
ities in lumbar intervertebral discs (IVD)
from both high-resolution three dimen-
sional (3D) and routine two-dimensional
(2D) clinical T2-weighted MRI. Using the
proposed informatics tools, they quantify
signal intensity and IVD morphology in
both 3D and 2D MRIs of patients with
varying degrees of disc degeneration to
detect abnormalities. Their results suggest
that the 3D features contain important
information for the detection of abnormal-
ities, compared with the traditionally used
2D MRI features.

Image management. A longstanding chal-
lenge in the imaging informatics commu-
nity has been how to process semantic
information from images for tasks such as
retrieval. While the area of CBIR has
been widely reported,12 13 recent efforts
address the ‘semantic gap’, which refers to
the divide that exists between low-level
pixel data provided by feature extraction
techniques and the high-level interpreta-
tions that are made by domain experts.14

Crespo Azcárate et al15 offer a solution to
improve the effectiveness of query expan-
sion for image retrieval systems based on
hierarchical Medical Subject Headings
(MeSHs). They propose two strategies:
using the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS) to identify medical con-
cepts; and dividing the query text into
n-grams for sequences corresponding to
the heading descriptors. Their results
show a significant improvement over the
results of the ImageCLEF 2011 competi-
tion. The proposed solution has a high
level of clinical relevance, especially in
light of widespread growth of electronic
clinical imaging systems that could incorp-
orate these query methods to improve the
relevance of retrieved images. Chen
et al16 describe a methodology, based on
support vector machines (SVMs), to
improve and customize image retrieval
systems for specific disease categories. The
authors describe techniques to retrieve an

image showing corresponding diseased
body parts when a search is made for a
specific disease. They reduce the number
of annotations required by training the
classifier on a set of body parts as
opposed to specific diseases. Their algo-
rithm uses MeSH terms in conjunction
with body part identification to retrieve
specific medical images. In addition, two
articles describe web-based frameworks
for the retrieval and analysis of massive
imaging datasets. Bourgeat et al17 describe
a tool called ‘MilxXplore’, which displays
multimodal data (eg, MRI, PET), permit-
ting users to perform quantitative image
analysis over the web. To permit such ana-
lysis, 3D volumes are converted into 2D
representative slices with segmentation
results overlaid. In addition, built-in statis-
tical modules that use R are presented in
tables and graphs showing the changes
over time, when possible. An article by
Gutman et al18 details a platform for
storing and visualizing whole-slide patho-
logical images called the Cancer Digital
Slide Archive (CDSA). Currently, CDSA
hosts over 20 000 images from 22 cancer
types provide by The Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA). The authors present a case
study on glioblastoma and discuss chal-
lenges and solutions while developing
such a large-scale platform.

Modeling and decision support. The inte-
gration of semantic and quantitative fea-
tures from biomedical images with other
clinical and genomic data is an ongoing
area of research, but has already started to
yield new insights about diseases. A per-
spective by Bui et al19 highlights ongoing
imaging informatics challenges in estab-
lishing image-based observational data-
bases for holistic disease modeling using
imaging, genomic, and clinical data. The
article focuses on organ imaging, but the
framework discussed can easily be
extended to other medical images. They
categorize the challenges into five broad
areas: (1) image processing, including nor-
malization, standardization, and feature
extraction; (2) natural language processing,
including automatic concept identification,
ontological mapping, and structuring; (3)
context-driven image interpretation; (4)
integration and construction multiscale
models; and (5) development of advanced
applications for computer-aided diagnosis
and image retrieval. In addition, two arti-
cles present the results of combining multi-
scale features drawn from imaging and
other data sources for classification and pre-
diction. In the first article, Liu et al20

describes an automatic architecture for
glaucoma diagnosis by integrating imaging,

genomic, and clinical data. They generate
predictive models that incorporate genomic
single-nucleotide polymorphism data,
retinal imaging features, and personal
patient data using a multiple kernel SVM
learning framework. The article shows that
combining these heterogeneous data
sources provides increased accuracy com-
pared with single sources, and also substan-
tially improves performance compared with
the current clinical standard of care.
Second, Golden et al21 discuss an explora-
tory study to predict response of early-stage
triple-negative breast cancer to neoadjuvant
chemotherapy. Logistic regression models
were constructed from different combina-
tions of clinical findings, quantitative image
features extracted from gray-level
co-occurrence matrix of lesion kinetic maps,
BI-RADS scores, and patterns of response
derived from dynamic contrast-enhanced
MRI. Pre-chemotherapy imaging features
are shown to generally correlate with patho-
logical complete response, residual lymph
node metastases, and residual tumor with
lymph node metastases. Finally, an article by
Kothari et al22 presents a review of chal-
lenges, state-of-the-art methods, and future
directions in histopathological whole-slide
imaging informatics. They discuss key com-
ponents of a clinical decision support
system such as: quality control of whole-
slide images to eliminate image artifacts and
batch effects; comprehensive image descrip-
tion using different types of pixel-, object-,
and semantic-level image features; predic-
tion modeling for patient-level diagnosis
using features such as grade and subtype;
and data and image visualization for
exploratory analysis and semantic interpret-
ation. The review also highlights the import-
ance of some informatics methods in a case
study on clinical endpoint prediction for
patients from TCGAwith kidney renal clear
cell carcinoma.

Applications for improving clinical prac-
tice. Informatics methods are also improv-
ing the efficiency of interpreting imaging
information and the communication of
evidence derived from images to stake-
holders such as patients. An article by
Tourassi et al23 investigates the modeling
of the relationship between image
content, human perception, cognition,
and error while diagnosing breast cancer
using mammograms. Using gaze data col-
lected from six radiologists tasked with
making diagnostic decisions, the authors
find that quantitative image features can
predict perceptual behavior (tendency to
dwell) of experts, and images and gaze
features can predict cognitive behavior
(ease of diagnosis). Such models can be
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used in a decision support system to
predict diagnostic errors. The study estab-
lishes that behavior prediction models
differ from expert to expert. Arnold
et al24 demonstrate an online portal that
helps patients effectively view and under-
stand their radiology images and reports
during the phases of diagnosis and treat-
ment. The portal features three important
components: (1) generation of a timeline
for disease progression based on results
from an image processing module; (2)
concept extraction from radiology reports
using natural language processing; and (3)
navigation of results via a consumer-
oriented web-based user interface. A
dataset of 2883 brain MR images from
277 patients with brain cancer were lever-
aged to demonstrate the usability of the
portal. The results indicate that informat-
ics tools can be supportive of patient edu-
cation and information interpretation by
providing simplified radiological images
and clinical reports. As a majority of
health information systems are designed
for providers, this study presents the
importance of clinical patient engagement
by introducing educational components
using imaging informatics solutions.

LOOKING FORWARD
An overarching challenge in the informat-
ics community is matching our ability to
generate and acquire data with a compar-
able ability to understand and act on this
information. The ability to mine clinical
data is essential for advancing biomedical
research on a wide range of health condi-
tions, for providing actionable evidence to
caregivers based on analyses of images,
and for studying population health. We
highlight several emerging areas as
reflected in discussions at recent work-
shops and articles appearing in this issue.

Making imaging and imaging-derived infor-
mation accessible. A growing number of
imaging datasets are being made publicly
available through initiatives such as The
Cancer Imaging Archive, Osteoarthritis
Initiative, and Alzheimer’s Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative.25 These datasets
can be used to advance biomedical research
by providing researchers with test datasets
collected at different institutions using
various pieces of equipment for validating
image analysis and imaging-based predic-
tion algorithms. However, the usefulness of
these images in developing decision
support systems is dependent on the avail-
ability of contextual information such as
relevant image acquisition details (eg, to
normalize measured intensity values) and

clinical and outcome information for each
individual. Standards for capturing the
semantic content of imaging data and
incorporating other contextual information
(eg, acquisition parameters, clinical/
outcome information) are integral to
enable reuse of collected data for subse-
quent analyses. Annotation Image Markup
(AIM) is an example of an emerging format
for sharing image annotations, but the AIM
standard does not address issues related to
variability in how image features are inter-
preted by radiologists and in how quantita-
tive image features are reported.

Managing increased use of imaging across
clinical domains. Imaging is integral to
many clinical departments, including car-
diology, dermatology, orthopedics, neur-
ology, ophthalmology, pulmonary
medicine, radiation oncology, surgery, and
urology. For example, in cardiology,
imaging provides structural (eg, fiber
tracking) and functional (eg, perfusion)
information to detect ischemia, scarring,
and stenosis. Images are currently main-
tained in separate information systems (eg,
PACS) and only loosely integrated with
electronic health records. Moving forward,
we need to define an architecture and asso-
ciated standard for making imaging an
integral part of the multimedia electronic
health record26 that permits the meaning-
ful use of imaging data in the context of
diagnostic and treatment decisions.

Using imaging to link biological scales.
Imaging biomarkers provide functional
molecular information about underlying
physiologic or cellular processes related to
cell proliferation, vascularity, and metabol-
ism. The combination of medical imaging
and genomics presents a new opportunity
to link observations made at the tissue or
organ levels to cell behavioral phenotypes
such as proliferation, apoptosis, and cell
motility. Analysis related to the correlation
of genomic information and quantitative
imaging biomarkers is often referred to as
radiogenomics or imaging genomics.27–29

These studies result in the generation of
association maps between imaging features
and genetic mutations, linking anatomical
regions with functional information at the
(sub)cellular level. In addition, contextual
information about the patient’s history,
course of treatment, and other diagnostic
data gleaned from the electronic medical
record can be integrated with imaging and
genomic level information, establishing a
unique picture of the patient and creating
a roadmap for optimizing treatment. Such
studies have led to insights into redefining
diseases—for instance, a study that

combined MRI features with information
about molecular and genetic mutations
into a Cox regression model resulted in a
more accurate indication of outcome over
existing classifications.30

Ensuring the reproducibility and utility of
imaging-derived evidence. Methods are
needed to evaluate the accuracy and
reproducibility of information extracted
from imaging data. For instance, techni-
ques for image enhancement (eg, iterative
image reconstruction techniques) and
quantification (eg, image registration and
segmentation algorithms) need to be eval-
uated on a dataset that is representative of
potential variations in image quality and
acquisition parameters. While mean
squared error, peak signal-to-noise ratio,
and qualitative assessments made by a
domain expert are commonly reported,
they each have limitations in their ability
to objectively characterize the perceptual
quality of each image. Several new image
quality indexes have been proposed, such
as structural similarity (SSIM)31 and the
gray relational coefficient.32 Furthermore,
quantitative biomarkers that are generated
from imaging data should be robust
against variations in acquisition hardware
(eg, scanners from different manufac-
turers) and image processing approaches
(eg, effect of using a rigid vs non-rigid
registration method).

The landscape of biomedical imaging has
changed significantly since the last JAMIA
focus issue on imaging informatics33; the
focus of research has shifted from acquir-
ing and managing imaging data to under-
standing its significance to interpreting
derived knowledge in the context of the
entire health record. As evidenced by the
articles in this issue, BMII is not limited to
traditional radiological imaging; rather,
the field encompasses a broad range of
imaging modalities and serves a number of
stakeholders. As we enter the era of preci-
sion medicine, future advancements in
BMII will provide precise characterizations
of pixel data and approaches to understand-
ing imaging information in the context of
other biomedical data (eg, clinical,
genomic). We invite members from the
imaging and informatics communities and
organizations such as AMIA to collaborate
and provide leadership towards a shared
vision for imaging informatics in the
broader context of biomedical informatics.
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